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Abstract
During the design process, a designer transforms an abstract functional description for a device into a
physical description that satisfies the functional requirements. In this sense, design is a transformation
from the functional domain to the physical domain; however, this transformation process is not well
characterized nor understood for mechanical systems. The difficulty arises, at least in pan, because
mechanical designs are often composed of highly-integrated, tightly-coupled components where the
interactions among the components are essential to the behavior and economic execution of the design.
Each component may contribute to several required behavion, and a single required system behavior may
involve many components. In fact, most mechanical components perform not only the desired behavior,
but also many additional, unintended behaviors. In good mechanical designs, these additional behaviors
often are exploited.
The long term goal of our research is to create a transformational strategy in which the design
specifications for a mechanical system can be transformed into a description of a collection of mechanical
components. To realize this goal requires formal representations for the behavioral and the physical
specifications of mechanical systems as well as formal representations for the behaviors and the physical
characteristics of mechanical components. Because the interactions of components are important in our
synthesis strategy, the represenution of the behaviors of mechanical components must be linked to the
representation of their physical characteristics; that is, we are concerned with modeling the relationship
between form and function of components. Finally, we need a strategy that enables us to transform an
abstract description of the desired behavior of a device into a description that corresponds to a collection
of available physical components.
We present a graph-based language to describe both the behavioral specifications of a design as well as
the behavior of the available physical components. We also demonstrate how the specification graph may
be transformed so as to correspond to collections of available components.

Introduction
During the design process, a designer transforms an abstract
functional description for a device into a physical description that
satisfies the functional requirements.1 In this sense, design is a
transformation from the functional domain to the physical domain
[Mostow 85, Rinderle 82); however, the basis for selecting
appropriate transformations and methods for accomplishing
transformations are not well understood. The implicit basis for
design transformations in circuits [Steinberg 86], software (Winh
71], and some architectural applications [Fenves 87] result in a
degree and type of modularity not well suited to mechanical devices
rRinderle861.
'Mechanical engineer* tend ID aw Ae words nnctaoa and behavior
toerchangeably. Qualitative physicists make a distinction between these worts;
that is. the design's fvxtio* is what it is used for. while its fttteuor is what il
does. Fbrcxjmpte.thefunctwnc/tclccktttodi^yiheum^buiiubehtvwr
might be the location of hands. Similarly, a mow may be designed IO function as
a prime mover, but can also function as a door flop because it has additional
behaviors due to its mass. In this paper./bic&M is used io indicate the subset of
behaviors which are required lor the device to perform aatistaorily.

Consider the design of a simple gear box as in example of a
transformational approach to design and one specific approach to
selecting and applying transformations. The gear box must provide
a 25:1 speed reduction, a right angle configuration between the input
and output shafts, and an offset between the input and output sha/ts.
These three functional requirements are shown in Figure 1. The
speed reduction requirement i% further decomposed into a pair of
speed reducers as shown in the figure. Each of the lowest level
requirements is then transformed into a collection of physical
devices. Each of the 5:1 speed reductions are transformed into spur
gear pairs. The right angle requirement is transformed into a miter
gear set and the offset requirement is transformed into a l l spur
gear set These four sett of gears may be combined to achieve the
overall device functionality. The device as a whole consists of three
spur gear sets, and one miter gear set, totaling 8 separate gear* This
solution is obviously large, cumbersome, and costly, particularly
compared to a single worm gear set, such as that shown in Figure 2.
The worm gear set accomplishes the steep speed reduction, the nght
angle requirement and the offset shaft requirements ail ia a single
device.
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does not enable the
e integration of behaviors into more oomotct or
more economical ooUecdont of physical components. "Die second

t^T *? Jty*? ""P 011 ? 1 * have not only the desired

behavior and physical characteristics but also many additional
incidental behaviors and characteristics. The appropriate device
configuration and selection of components depends to some extent
ooexpkMtingoraxnpemajingfortr^

25:1
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/

By creating a formal description of a limited set of behaviors for
mechanical designs and a corresponding description of physical
components, we can generate the description of a physical system
that takes advantage of the multiple behaviors of its components.
This paper focuses on the grammar that underlies the transformation
from behavioral specifications to physical components.
The
transformation strategy is discussed in [Hoover 89].
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Figure 1: Functional decomposition and transformation
of a gear box specification

Figure 2: A worm and worm gear combination which
meets all specifications given in Figure 1.

(Courtesy ofHorsburgh and Scott Company)
While the method just illustrated provides a transformational
approach, it is not sufficient to achieve satisfactory mechanical
designs.
Good mechanical designs are often composed of highly-integrated,
tightly-coupled components where the interactions amonj the
components are essential to the behavior and economic execution of
the design. This assertion runs counter to design methodologies in
other engineering fields, such as software design and circuit design,
that result in designs in which each component fulfills a single
function with minimal interaction. Because of the geometry,
weight, and cost of mechanical components, converting a single
behavioral requirement into a single component is often both
impractical and infeasible. Each component may contribute to
several required behaviors, and a single required system behavior
may involve many components.
In fact, most mechanical
components perform not only the desired behavior, but also many
additional, unintended behaviors. In good mechanical designs, these
additional behaviors often are exploited.2
The direct transformation of behavioral requirements into physical
components may result in undesirable designs for two reasons. The
first is that matching individual behaviors directly to components

*This statement does not contradict the design axioms put forth by Sun [Sun
80, Suh 88]. The design axioms state thai good designs maintain independence of
functional requirements and minimize the information content of the design. Suh
points out that by integrating functions into a single component, information
content may be reduced without compromising the independence of functional

Overview of Our Approach
The goal of our research is to create a transformational strategy by
which the design specifications for a mechanical system can be
transformed into a description of a collection of mechanical
components. Both behavioral and physical requirements as well as
behavioral and physical characteristics of the available mechanical
components must be represented to execute such a transformational
approach to design. We are investigating the use of representations
based on formal grammars to facilitate the characterization of our
approach with respect to completeness, complexity, etc. and to take
advantage of the advances in formal language theory. Because the
interactions of components are important in our synthesis strategy,
the representation of the behaviors of roechinicaJ components must
be linked to the representation of their physical characteristics; that
is, we are concerned with modeling the relationship between form
and function of components. Finally, we need a strategy that
enables us to transform an abstract description of the desired
behavior of a device into a description that corresponds to a
collection of physical components, This paper primarily wdditssct
the first issue, that of formal representations of behavior.
To realize the goal of formalizing the transformation from the
behavioral to the physical domain, we have begun to explore a small
domain within mechanical design, the domain of gear box design.
pearly, one reason for selecting this domain is that gear box design
is a well-understood, highly-parameterized area of mechanical
design. Nevertheless, we believe that our rcpresentaoon and
transformation formalism will be applicable in other mechanical
design domains, particularly to the class of design problems that we
call configuration design. By configuration design, we mean
designs composed from standard component families but for which
allowable configurations are not specified a priori.
Our approach is based on the following assertions:
• The behavioral requirements of mechanical systems can
be represented using a graph grammar based on bond
graphs.
• The behavioral characteristics of components can be
represented using a graph grammar based on bond
graphs.
• The physical characteristics of designs and components
can be represented using an augmented topology and
geometry graph.
• The behavioral and physical graphs of components can
be linked parametrically.
• The behavioral specifications graph can be transformed
into a description of a physical system with associated
behavioral and geometric representations.
Representational issues will be discussed at greater length in
subsequent sections; however, we note here thai our underlying
representation for behavior is based on bond graphs [Ptyma 61J.
Using bond graphs, we can construct a formal gramma/ thai gives us
a general representation of classes of mechanical behavior. In
common practice, bond graphs are constructed to model the
behavior of physical systems. We use bond graphs no* onJy to
model the behavior of physical systems, but also to represent
behavior in the abstract, as with a design specificaoon. Thus a
device configuration can be generated by trans/ormjmg a
specification bond graph into a functionally equivalent graph which
corresponds to a configuration of available components. TV rype of
graph transformations used are those that decompose, aggregate, and
redistribute graph primitives.
A major advantage of using bond graphs to represent design

lequueinimi is that we can define uantftirmarion roles that alter the
structure of the bond graph bat that do not alter the
tpecrfVarifms graph to represent many different physical systems,
we do not nnpoae an initial strocture or configuration on the
physical design; that is, we do not require an a p r i ^ decomposition
of tte design specifications.
To complete this methodology, we plan to represent the physical
characteristics of designs and components using another graph
grammar that is based on an alimented topology m p h [Pinilla 89J
and non-manifold geometry [Gursox 89).
We plan to link
parametrically the bond graph representation and the topology and
geometry grapn representation, wiin a geometric i^iw^jcnomoii,
characteristics such as the volume or mass can be modeled and
computed, and from the bond craphs, the dynamic behavior of the
final design can be modeled, u this paper, we do not discuss the
geometric representation in detail because our work on linking the
geometry and behavior is preliminary.

A Brief Introduction to Bond Graphs
Bond graphs, which were created by Paynter [Paynter 61], provide a
convenient and uniform representation for the dynamic behavior of a
broad class of physical systems, including those within the
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, thermal, and biological domains.
Bond graphs have been used extensively in a wide variety of
application areas including robotic manipulators [Margolis 79],
torque converters [Hrovat 85], and vacuum cleaners [Remmerswaal
85]. A brief introduction to bond graphs is given here. For a
complete discussion, see Karnopp and Rosenberg [Karnopp 75].
Bond graphs enable mechanical and hydraulic systems to be
represented in a manner equivalent to electric circuit diagrams. For
example, a spring in a mechanical device acts like an electrical
capacitor by storing and releasing energy. To illustrate the
similarity. Figure 3 shows an RLC circuit with its equivalent bond
graph and a oiass-spring-damper system with its equivalent bond
graph. While Figure 3 illustrates separate electrical and mechanical
systems, one of the most powerful attributes of bond graphs is that
they can be used to model integrated electrical, mechanical, and
hydraulic systems.

L

port
. e * a fear pair
Gyrators are a 2-port
t proportionate relationship
between dual quantities, e g . a torque converter
constrains the relationship between torque and angular
velocity. Ifcwer is conserved across a 2-port
• N-port dements represent the structure of the system
corresponding to the connections among the elements.
There ate two types of N-port elements: exjunctions
and 1-junctions, which correspond respectively to
"same force" and "same velocity" connections.
Equivalents of KirkoJTs laws apply to N-port elements:
the sum of the efforts around a 1-junction is zero (the
bonds share a common flow); die sum of the flows
around a O-junction is zero (the bonds share a common
effort). N-port elements are power conserving.
Because bond graphs can be used to model electrical, mechanical,
and hydraulic systems, problems with standard notation and
terminology arise. For example the symbol, v, is commonly used
for velocity in mechanical systems and for voltage in electrical
systems. In circuits, it U cornmon to speak of a voltage source, but
speaking of a force source in mechanics is awkward. Table 1 gives
a common notation for bond graph equivalents in the electrical and
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Tablet: Equivalents for electrical, mechanical ind
generalized bond graph elements
Figure 3: Simple systems with corresponding bond graphs

Using bond graphs, physical systems are represented as a graph of
lumped-parameter, idealized elements. Power is the currency of
bond graphs; power flows through the bonds (edges) in the graph,
and power is dissipated, stored, supplied, and transformed at die
ports (vertices) in the graph.
The ports, or vertices, of bond graphs are divided into three
• 1-port elements dissipate power, store energy, and
supply power. Dampen, springs, and masses are die
mechanical elements represented by the passive 1-port
elements. Force (effort) and velocity (flow) sources are
represented as active 1-ports.
• 2-port elements transform power. Transformers are 2-

The bond graphs shown in Figure 3 consist of 1-port elements, npoct elements, and power bonds. Power bonds are indicated by the
presence of a half-arrow, the direction of which establishes the sign
convention for power flow. Power bonds are usually shown with a
causal stroke at one end. The causal strokes play an important role
in identifying device states, formulating system equaoons, and
interpreting causal structure, but they, like the power direction halfarrow, may be considered as augmentations to the bask bond graph.
Although they are included in the illustrations, neither the causal
strokes nor the half-arrows enter into representational or
grammatical considerations. Other bond graphs elements, notably
field structures and active bonds, are not considered here.
TTie use of bond graphs in our representation and
discussed in following sections.

will be

Related Work
Our research builds upon rr search faun several different
including representation of mechanical behavior, gianiwars for

4pB9eBWkm,c<M&ganfadtttouidboriin^
we briefly discus, related r ^ ^ ^
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RepresenUtioa of Function
A transformational strategy for design requires a representation of
the device specifications and the components used in the device.
The representation of the function and behavior of mechanical
designs has been explored by, among others, Lai [Lai 87], Oossfey
[Qosslev 80], Pahl and Beitz [Pahl 84]. The function structures of
Pahl and Beitz provide a graphical system for laying out the
functions of a design. In this system, functions such as "mix* or
"deliver" are arranged in a graph to represent the overall function of
the design. This is similar to our idea of a specifications graph,
discussed below; however, there are several important differences.
PahTs work does not discuss how to integrate form specifications or
functional constraints with this functional representation. Therefore,
while the function structures are used to study various
configurations in PahTs synthesis strategy, there is little guidance
for transforming the function structure to a physical description of
the device. Lai has created a formal, English language-based system
called FDL for representing the function and structure of mechanical
designs. In FDL, nouns and verbs are used to create sentences that
represent the function of a design, and design rules operate directly
on the nouns and verbs in the sentence. Allowable verbs, for
example "fasten," do not have physical or mathematical
representations and so their meaning is determined by the rules that
use them. While the FDL language can represent the function and
form of a design it provides no assistance in transforming a
functional description into a physical description.
More closely related to our approach for representing behavior is the
work of Fenves and Baker (Fenves 87] and of Ulrich and Seering
[Ulrich 87, Ulrich 88, Ulrich 89]. Fenves has created a spatial and
functional representation language for structural designs. They use
operators that execute a known grammar to generate architectural
layouts as well as structural and functional configurations; however,
they assume that the layout and structure arelndependent if they are
generated sequentially. Ulrich and Seering also use a formal
representation of function based on bond graphs; however, their goal
is to create a system in which the bond graphs for single-input,
single-output dynamic systems can be automatically synthesized and
transformed into physical components. Using a strategy they call
design and debug, they transform a graph of design requirements
directly to functionally independent physical components.
Reconfiguration for function sharing is performed after the
components have been selected.

Grammars for Shape Representation
Formal grammars that can be used to represent, generate, and parse
valid strings in a language have proven useful in a number of fields,
most notably, linguistics and computer science. Recently, interest
has been growing on the use of formal grammars in engineering
design. Our work draws mainly from these engineering applications
of grammars. We are specifically concerned with graph grammars,
the class of grammars that operates on graphs. Tutorials on graph
grammars and their applications are given by Ehrig [Ehrig 87] and
byNagl[Nagl87].
One of the earliest uses of grammars in design was by Stiny [Stiny
75] who created shape grammars based on the formalisms of
computational linguistics (Chomsky 57]. Architects in particular
have been interested in shape grammars, using them to generate a
family of floor plans or ornamentation. Fitzhorn [Fitzhorn 89] has
shown the formal relationship between language theory and solid
modeling systems. He shows that a variant of a graph grammar can
produce three-dimensional solids. He creates three grammars, one
of which generates the constructive solid geometry representation,
the second of which generates the boundary representation, and the
third of which generates plane models.
Pinilla et al. [Pinilla 89] have created a grammar that can be used to
describe and represent the geometric features of a design. They use
a non-manifold topological representation of a design to create a
general, but formal, representation of form features. This system is
currently being extended to enable feature-based designs to be
generated, represented, and parsed. This extension is possible
because the underlying representation of a feature is based on
elements of a well-defined grammar.

Configuration Design
Configuration design and
research in mechanical

design are active areas of
_ Design. For a more complete
work, see [finger 89]. Our research
combines configuration design and parametric d ^ g n because we
generate both the structure of the design and the individual
components. Many design systems, such as HI-RISE [Maher 85],
AIR-CYL [Brown 85], and VT [Marcus 86], utilize either a set of
predetermined decompositions of the structure of a design, or utilise
design methods that generate, as part of the design process, a
decomposition belonging to such a set Therefore, all of the designs
generated by these systems will share, at a relatively low level t
structural similarity. For design domains in which the most
desirable structures can be enumerated or explicitly decomposed in
advance, this approach proves useful. But there are many design
problems where the structural decomposition of the most useful
solution is not pre-detcniuncd.

Representation of Specifications, Components, and
Devices
The transformational approach to design, which we have briefly
introduced, imposes
some representational requirements.
Specifically, the representation muse
• Express formally the design requirements of mechanical
systems.
• Be compatible with the representation.'of/the behavior
H
of components.
• Facilitate design validation.
• Represent the required system behavior without
imposing a pre-defined structure on the physical
realization of the design.
We make the observation that system specifications for engineering
designs are of two types; behavioral and physical. That is, some
specifications describe at an abstract level the desired behavior of
the overall system while others describe physical restrictions or
requirements on the final design. For example, the requirements for
a vibration absorber might include the behavior of the device in
terms of frequency and rejection ratio and might also specify
physical properties such as allowable size and weight The physical
and behavioral specifications express the design objective. Since
the specifications are given without regard to design configuration,
they are independent of each other.3 Physical specifications for a
design may or may not be given, while at least some behavioral
specifications must be given, since the behavioral specifications
express the central aspect of the design objective.
Although the behavioral and physical specifications are independent
in the functional domain, they are coupled in the physical domain,
because any physical arrangement results in a specific set of
behaviors. In the physical domain, the physical and behavioral
characteristics of a individual components depend on one another,
and the behavior of the whole design depends strongly on the
configuration and interaction of components. The representation of
interactions is essential for our purposes since we are invesogating
the effects of and the means for achieving functional integration in
design
Physical and behavioral specifications and characteristics can be
represented as combinations of abstract primitives.
They are
abstract because each primitive corresponds to only one behavioral
or physical characteristic. Individually they do not correspond to
any particular component or configuration of components, but
collectively they may represent the design specifications or the form
and behavior of components. There are two important criteria thai a
set of primitives must satisfy. One requirement is thai the set of
primitives chosen be complete; that is, all relevant behavioraJ and
physical characteristics must be representable by some combination
of primitives. The other is that the number of primitives must be
small, although not necessarily minimal. The liner requirement
minimizes combinatorial problems associated with representing a
single behavior in different ways. In addition, the primitive
behavioral and physical elements should enable commonJy used
components and typical specifications to be represented easily.

'That is, they ire independent unfctt the requirement! are <
example by virtue of physical Isw.

for

to bond graph ekrnemSjthe
beic^cseutedbyabondgraph, l i d s
bond graph is not v i m indeed m y behaviorally
grapfc ia a s arcfptabie representation of the
a. l i a specifications graph represents only the desired
aficadoa will be represented u
anaugmemed topology graph w h ^ b i « discussed ftiruVx in this
paper.
Deriving a correct specifications m p h for a design problem is, in
itself, a major research problem. Initially, for transmission design,
we assume that deriving a specifications graph from the problem
statement is straightforward. Later, as less constrained design
domains are explored, we will look at the j
the specification graph from the design i

If

w

Figure 4 illustrates the system specification for a system required to
drive two loads at a high speed relative to the input speed. The
single physical requirement is a required shaft onset and is not
shown.

Load,
Load.

Figure 4: Specification graph for a system to drive two loads

for it to be
Hierefbre, this

sod the seJf-lockmg
\ or be derivable from the
_ and utilized in the design
requires a known component

design is the specified configuration of a set of
Since the cjomponcjm have —^-^itr! with them both
behaviors and physical characteristics, the distinction between me
representation of designs and die representation of components is in
the representation* the behavioral a x r i ^
The
behavioral configuration fundamentally consists of the kinematic
connections, e.g. mounting to a frame, rigid connection*, or rolling.
Most of the common kinematic arrangements can be
categorized [Reukaux 54) and reduced to a bond graph junction
structure. A Inunction, for example, represents a common
translational velocity. In this way, the behavior of complete devices
may be represented in terms of the behavioral bond graphs of
components and a number of bond graph junction structures
representing kinematic cotuiectioiis. Partially complete designs also
consist of components and junction structures and some number of
behavioral primitives not yet associated with a component.
Ultimately, we will represent the physical characteristics of the
device in much the same way, Le. u a composite of the topology
andaeooietrygraptuofthecofmwim^
Todate
we have represented die physical charaoeriitics of devices by
aggregating, on an ad hoc basis, the geometric parameters of the
components and the layout Figure 6 shows how two spur gears are
represented as a combination of components joined through a
kinematic connection. In this case, the components have a <
speed at the pitch diameters of the gears.

Representation of Physical Components
Physical components, like specifications, have both behaviors and
physical characteristics. Therefore, it is convenient in representing
components to employ the same basic structure that is used for
specifications. One crucial difference, however is that the behaviors
and physical characteristics of a component are inherently linked; no
single characteristic can be obtained in isolation. Each physical
component is represented as an object that has a behavioral
representation, a physical representation, and an explicitly
represented interaction between the two. The relationships can take
the form of design equations, analytical models that relate geometric
chancteristics to behavioral characteristics, or data base entries that
prescribe a relation between the physical and the behavior
characteristics. For example, the weight of a helical coil spring,
which is a physical characteristic is proportional to the product of
stiffness and the square of allowable deflection, which are
behavioral characteristics. These relationships are often critical
during the design.
As an example consider a single spur gear as a component The
behavior graph for the component is shown in Figure 5. In this
example, a relationship is imposed between flow quantities
rotational speed, 0) on the left and surface speed, v, on the right The
topologies! graph, representing physical characteristics is not shown.
In its place we simply show the geometric parameter corresponding
to pitch diameter.

Figure 6: A behavior graph for a combination of two spur gears

At die device level, a physical or behavioral characteristic describes
an overall characteristic of the system. These characteristics may be
one of two types: configuration-independent and confifurariondependent Configuration-independent characteristics are those such
as weight that depend only on the selected components tnd not on
their configuration or interactions.
Configuration-dependent
chancteristics, such as size and resonant frequency, depend on the
configuration and interaction of the components in the final design.
In either case the chancteristics of the design can be determined
from the completed behavioral and topologies! graphs, however, the
implications of configuration independent characteristics can be
utilized prior to design completion.

Bond Graph Transformations
In this section, we discuss the formalisms that enable bond graphs to
be transformed from design specifications to component
specifications while preserving the system behavior. We first define
the graph, its elements, and some set operations on the graph such as
inclusion and difference. We then define what it means for one
graph (the component graph) to be derivable, from mother graph
(the specification graph). In this paper, our primary interest is in the
productions for transforming bond graphs of mechanical systems,
rather than in demonstrating a grammar that generates til possible,
valid bond graphs.
FigureS: Behavior graph for a single spur gear
It is important to note that the completeness of the behavioral and
physical representations determines the extent to which the
additional behaviors can be exploited. For example, with a worm

Graph Representation
B i b d gp hs U b

p without causal and power sign
graphs.
aaugmentation*,
u g m e , are
g p s Each node of
o fthe graph
g p is
iti! energy storage or common
labeled to indicate its type, e g . inertia!
velocity junction. Each of the edges of the graph is a power bond
connecting two vertices. The constitutive laws for each of the
elements impose requirements under the bond graph structure.
Principle among these is the connectivity of the 1-port, 2-port and
n-port elements. An additional requirement is the consistent
imposition of source elements. These requirements are easily
captured in a bond graph generation grammar. Such a grammar may
also be used to parse a bond graph representing a behavioral
specification to insure that a specification is valid. After the
specification graph has been validated, the graph can be
incrementally transformed into a behaviorally equivalent graph
which more closely corresponds ID collections of the available
physical components.

components in a device. Therefore, the selection of an appropriate
grapognunmar productions is critical» effective d e d g n p J a S c e T
define graph
We
_ . produ
i that enable us to remove one pan
of the bond graph and replace it with another. A graph production
consists of a right hand side, a left hand side and an embedding
ffansformation. That is, a production, P% transforms the left-hand
graph, fy, into the right-hand graph, g^
where E is die embedding transformation that gives the procedure
hand side has been removed. In die productions defined so far, the
embedding transformation involves a simple rcconnection of bonds
in the right-hand graph to vertices in the parent graph, so the
embedding transformation will not be defined formally in this paper.
A graph production is illustrated in Figure 8.

A bond graph is a graph with vertices labeled to indicate
correspondence to the various 1-ports, 2-ports and n-ports. The
edges of the graph correspond to the power bonds and may be
labeled to show, for example, causality. Loops may occur in a bond
graph but multiple edges and self edges are not meaningful and are
not allowed.

Basic Graph Relationships and Operations
Transformations of the specifications graph will require removing
subgraphs of bond graphs and replacing them with other graphs.
For example, if a specification included a graph representing a
transformation ratio of 25:1, that subgraph would be removed, and a
graph representing a sequence of 5:1 reductions might be inserted in
its place. To perform such a transformation requires a definition of
graph isomorphism so that different arrangements of the same graph
can be recognized. It also requires a definition of graph inclusion so
that subgraphs within a larger graph can be identified, that is, for
example, to define what it means to say that the graph of the 25:1
reduction ratio is included in the specifications graph. Finally, it
requires a definition of the difference operation between two graphs
so that we can, for example, remove the 1QO: 1 reduction from die
specifications graph in order to replace it with the sequence of
smaller reductions. Graph isomorphism, inclusion and difference
are defined in Appendix A and are illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 8: Graph productions

Example of a Transformation from Specifications to

Components

In this section, we illustrate how the graph productions are applied
to a specifications graph resulting in a design alternative. In this
paper, we do not discuss the strategy for selecting the sequence of
transformations. The strategies are a topic of current research and
are are discussed in [Hoover 89]. Briefly, the transformation
strategy selects and configures components into a physical system
based on two characteristics typical of good mechanical designs:
• Functional integration
• Utilization of incidental behaviors
Transformations that result in increased functional integration create
a device configuration in which a single component contributes to
more than one of the behavioral requirements of the design.
Transformations that result in increased utilization of incidental
behaviors create a device configuration in which secondary
behaviors or physical characteristics of components are exploited.

i

Figure 7: Graph isomorphism, inclusion, and difference

Graph Productions
We may define a grammar to operate on any valid specification
bond graph. Specification bond graphs can be thought of as the stan
symbol of the grammar and the productions in the grammar are all
transformations on bond graphs that preserve the function of the
graph.4 The set of valid productions is without bound; however,
many productions can be selected which facilitate the decomposition
of high-level functional characteristics into collections of lowerlevel characteristics or which recombine, aggregate, or redistribute
bond graph primitive elements. These transformations correspond
to a rearrangement, aggregation, or decomposition of the physical

4
The distinction between preserving function and preserving behavior is
significant. We do not address this issue here.

Behavior-Preserving Transformations
The specification graph is not unique since there are many graphs
which represent the same behavior. Figure 9 shows a specification
graph for the design of a gear box that must drive two loads at a
speed 400 times as great as the input speed. Other specification
graphs are valid and, as many will immediately observe, the
particular specification graph given is not likely to be the most
convenient
By transforming the specification graph, without altering behavior,
we can explore design alternatives that have the same behavior.
Some of the resulting configurations result in physically desirable
designs and some do not In addition to knowing the general rules
for behavior-preserving transformations, we need to know which
transformations to apply and the sequence of application. Guidance
in selecting the behavior-preserving transformation IO ipply comes
from the physical requirements of the system, from the physical
characteristics of the components, and from the relanonsiup between
geometry and behavior of the component
The transformation process described in [Hoover 89J is guided by
the function integration and incidental behavior principles and by
knowledge of the available components. It provides an approach to
finding configurations that meet the physical requirements, thus

blind
design*

This approach has been successful for the
power tiiasmisskas and serves j "

Hie
BBu^v* that do not yet correspond to any physical t >...|
primitives
.*o arrive at a design we transform the specification graph* without
To
changing function, so as to obtain a graph that more nearly
ujntspoods to a collection of components. Figure 10 shows the
resulting graph in which each of the rotational-rotational
transformers has been replaced with a pair of rotational-trantiarional
transformers that might correspond to mdividual spur gears.

F i g u r e * Specification graph for two-load design requ

Figure 12: Physical system corresponding to^igures 9 V 10, and 11

Other Transformations
FigurelO: Transformed specification graph of Figure 9

Figure 11: Component-directed splitting transformation of Fig. 10

Although the gearing system shown in Figure 12 is feasible, it is
overly large* costly* and complex because there is no commonality
of the power paths. Component-directed transforms do not have the
scope to identify this type of deficiency, however* the graph
production shown in Figure 13 does increase power path
commonality. It is one production in a class of transforms which
extend the function integration concepts to the device as a whole.
Again, without discussing the means of selecting transforms we
point out that the graph shown in Figures 9, 10, or 11 can be
transformed in a function preserving manner to the one shown in
Figure 14.

Component-Directed Transformations
Because mechanical designs are characterized by a high degree of
integration, transformations should be directed toward this joal.
Integration in a design requires the appropriate utilization of the
behavioral and physical characteristics of its components.
Therefore, intelligent application of transformations requires
utilizing both the behavior and geometric graphs of die components
to guide the selection process. Transformations selected in this way
are component-directed transformatums because their selection and
use are directed by knowledge of the available components. It is the
class of component-directed transforms that ultimately enables the
selection of a single component to fulfill multiple functions, e.g.
selecting a worm gear to execute speed reduction, shaft offset and
right angle functions as described more fully in [Hoover 89].
In this paper we have restricted the component domain to spur gears;
nevertheless, the component directed transforms are important. 7nc
pair of transforms shown in Figure 10, if mapped directly to
components would require a pair of tears with a 400:1 diameter
ratio, which is clearly not practical. Directed by the allowable size
range of available components, we apply a splitting transform to
arrive at the graph shown in Figure 11.
The individual transformers in Figure 11 can then be mapped to spur
gears (see Figure 5). The resulting design is shown in Figure 12.
Note that as the mapping transforms are executed the dynamic
behavior of the device changes due to the introduction of gear
inertia. Because the functional the transmission is kinematic rather
than dynamic, these mapping transforms are function preserving.

Figure 13: Graph production used to achieve
a common power path

This specification can be mapped to an arrangement of gears as
shown in Figure 15. This configuration has five fewer gears, one
less shaft and is significantly more compact than the con/igunbon
shown in Figure 12.
The identification and selective application of this type of
transformation is one of the most important and challenging aspect
of our strategy for mechanical design.

Results and Future Work
We have presented a behavioral and physical representiboa of the
and components for a limited class of mechanical
designs. For transmission design* we have created the component
database that contains graphs and form-behavior relations for bevel,
spur,
p , and worm gears,
g , and we have implemented the transformation
d i d i in( H
strategy discussed
(Hoover 89]
89]. However, this paper presents
in many directions before
preliminary work that must be expa
pproach is valid for a larger
we can prove that our transfo
class of mecha
chanical designs.
Our research will continue in the following areas:

Design Computing. \9%9.
(Gurso.89)
„

B Of Wwuia^i^TM

Surface Boundaries in Geometric Moddfeg," Tedaical Itepci^ Eturineerini

Figure 14: An iltcnutive griph corrcspoixiing to Figure 11

(Hoovers?)
Hoover. S. P. aadRmderte.J.R^>SywaesisStrae^
Submitted to Research in Engineering Design, 1989.
[Hrovat85]
Hwvai. D. and Tobkr. W. E, "Bond Graph Modefeg and Computer Simulation
of Automotive Torque Conveners/ Journal of The Franklin Institute, 1985, pp.
93114
[Karaopp75]
Kamopp, D. and Rosenberg, R^ 5 y a m i>yiwwito:Afyiiaerf>V>proac*.John
Wiley A Sons, New York, 1975.

Load

Figure 15: An alternative design corresponding to the
specification given in Figure 9
and to the transformed graph shown in Figure 14

• Expanding the behavioral and physical characteristics
that can be represented
• Continuing to develop the representation of the
interconnection between geometry and behavior.
• Increasing the number of components from different
mechanical design domains represented in our system,
and representing them at higher-levels of abstraction as
well as at greater levels of detail.
• Creating new transformation strategies, refining the
existing ones, and in particular, creating general
transformations that operate based on system-level
characteristics rather than on component characteristics.
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